
All ex-Lundin employees fully integrated
into the Aker BP organization
From 1 October all employees from the former Lundin Energy’s E&P business are fully
integrated into the Aker BP ASA organization, led by an adjusted Executive Management
Team.

“Our ambition is to create the E&P company of the future with low costs, low emissions,
profitable growth and attractive dividends. The leading company needs to have the leading
team. With all employees now integrated into one Aker BP organization, I’m confident that we
have the best team on the Norwegian shelf,” says Aker BP CEO, Karl Johnny Hersvik.

The Lundin Energy’s E&P business was transferred to Aker BP on 30 June, and the
subsidiary’s name changed from Lundin Energy Norway AS to ABP Norway AS. Since 1 July it
has been operating as a fully owned subsidiary of Aker BP ASA and branded under the Aker
BP logo.

From 1 October, all employees are fully integrated and have an @akerbp.com e-mail address.

The Edvard Grieg hub are operated- and managed by personnel in Aker BP from this date as
well.

The Executive Management Team (EMT) is adjusted, reflecting the company’s strategy, set-up
and activity set.
 
Final step: One single entity 
The legal entities Aker BP ASA and ABP Norway AS will both exist, awaiting the final merger
into one single legal entity. 

The final merger, transferring assets, rights and obligations, including remaining contracts, from
ABP Norway AS to Aker BP ASA is planned to be completed as soon as practically feasible,
estimated within year end 2022. 

Second largest on the NCS
The merged company is the second largest operating company on the Norwegian shelf. Aker
BP has a substantial resource base which provides a very good foundation for further growth
and leads the way in terms of both low costs and low emissions per barrel. 

• Link: Aker BP ASA shared a strategy update in July  

PS: Info for suppliers and license partners
Suppliers and partners to both entities have received information directly from Aker BP ASA
and ABP Norway AS related to practical consequences in the interim period until the final
consolidation into one single entity. 

• Please refer to our website http://www.akerbp.com/en/suppliers/ for applicable
requirements on invoicing and delivery of goods and services. 

Contacts:
Kjetil Bakken, VP Investor Relations, tel.: +47 918 89 889
Ole-Johan Faret, Press Spokesperson, tel.: +47 402 24 217

https://mb.cision.com/Public/1629/3602911/bfbf668f3872994c.pdf
http://www.akerbp.com/en/suppliers/


About Aker BP:
Aker BP is an independent E&P company with exploration, development and production
activities on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. Aker BP is the operator of Alvheim, Edvard
Grieg, Ivar Aasen, Skarv, Valhall, Hod, Ula and Tambar. The company is also a partner in the
Johan Sverdrup field. Aker BP is headquartered at Fornebu, Norway, and is listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange under the ticker ‘AKRBP’. More about Aker BP at www.akerbp.com.

http://www.akerbp.com/

